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Abstract
Conflict management,communication,and negotiation are importantcomponents
of collaborativemultiagent activity. Thus,a collaborative agent mustbe
able to handlesituations in whichconflicts arise and
mustbe capable of negotiating with other agents to
reach an agreement. This paper presents a model
which1) captures multi-agent collaboration in
Propose-Evaluate-Modij~
cycle of actions, 2) initiates
negotiation with the executingagent to resolve detected conflicts regardingproposedactions and proposedbeliefs, 3) selects the focusof the modification
processwhenmultipleconflicts arise, and 4) handles
the negotiation of proposeddomainactions, proposed
problem-solving
actions, andproposedbeliefs in a unified manner.
Introduction
Conflict management,communication, and negotiation are important componentsof multi-agent activity. Conflict resolution involves communication
among
agents - communicationfor the purpose of squaring
away(Joshi 1982) discrepancies amongagents’ beliefs.
Successful communicationrequires strategic planning
to say the right thing at the right time. In the context
of conflict resolution, this meansdeterminingwhether
1) to select and provide convincing evidence so that
another agent will changehis beliefs, or 2) to gather
informationfromothers so that the conflicting beliefs
can be re-evaluated and potentially modified.
In this paper, we present a plan-based model that
captures multi-agent collaborative activities in a sequence of Propose, Evaluate, and Modify actions. We
describe howour model evaluates an agent’s proposals, including both proposalsof actions to be performed
and proposals of beliefs to be held jointly amongthe
participants, as well as howit attempts to resolve the
conflicts detected during the evaluation process. We
discuss howour modelselects the focus of modification whenmultiple conflicts arise and howit captures

situations involving embeddednegotiation during conflict resolution.
Communication
and Collaboration
Sidner formulated an artificial languagefor modeling
collaborative discourse using proposal/acceptanceand
proposal/rejection sequences(Sidner 1994). WhileSidher’s workis descriptive, our research is prescriptive
in that we have identified appropriate response generation strategies for agents involvedin collaborative
interactions. Ourresearch focuses on a particular kind
of collaborative activity in whichtwo participants, 1 an
executing agent (EA) and a consulting agent (CA),
work together to construct a plan for achieving EA’s
domain goal. The agents involved in such collaboration bring to the plan construction task different
knowledgeabout the domainand the desirable characteristice of the domainplan. In particular, EAhas
knowledgeabout his particular circumstancesand preferences that are potential influencers (Bratman1990)
of the domain plan being developed. Thus CA,2 as
a collaborator on EA’s domainplan, must evaluate
proposals with respect to her beliefs about EA’spreferences; consequently, CAwill generally attempt to
modifyunaccepted proposals to a form acceptable to
both agents, rather than rejecting EA’sproposals entirely. Thus wecapture collaborative activities in a
Propose-Evaluate-Modify
cycle of actions (Chu-Carroll
& Carberry 1994). This modelis a recursive one: the
Modifyaction in itself contains a full collaborative cycle - an agent’s proposal of a modification, the other
agent’s evaluation of the proposal, and potential modification of the proposedmodification!
In this Propose-Evaluate-Modify
cycle of collaboration, communication
mayoccur at all three stages. At
the proposal stage, communication
is necessary to con-

ZAlthonghour workhas focused on conflict management,communication,
and negotiation betweentwoagents,
webelieve that the overall mechanism
wehaveidentified
can be extendedto modelactivities among
multipleagents.
~Sinceour systemplays the role of a consultingagent,
*This
material
isbased
uponworksupported
bytheNawewill use the terms CAand system interchangeablyin
tionai
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Figure 1: Dialogut, Modelfor Utterances (1) alld (2)
vey proposed additions to the shared plan (Grosz
Sidner 1990; Allen 1991) being constructed. At the
evaluation stage, communication is necessary when an
agent cannot determine whether or not to accept a proposal and attempts to share information with the other
agent so that each agent can knowledgably re-evaluate
the proposal. The generation of such informationsharing subdialogues is discussed in (Chu-Carroll
Carberry 1995a). At the modification stage, communication is an integral part of the conflict resolution
process since prior to modifying a proposal, a collaborative agent must first obtain the other agent’s (’onsent
regarding the modification. If the other agent does
not immediately agree, an extended negotiation subdialogue can ensue to resolve the detected conflict.
In the following sections, we present our phmbased model for communication in collaborative taskoriented dialogues. Wefocus on situations in which
conflicts arise amongagents, and we identify appropriate communication, negotiation, and conflict resolution strategies. The examples in this paper are t.aken
from a university course advisement domain, although
the model can easily be applied to other donmins.
Evaluating
Proposals
Agents collaborate on more than just which domain
actions to include in a plan. For example, the agents
might negotiate the strategies they will use to construct the domain plan. Agents also collaborate on
their beliefs, forming a set of mutual beliefs that are
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relevant to the task at hand. Thus we use an enhanced
version of the dialogue model presented in (Lambert
Carherry 1991) to capture the current intentions of
the dialogue participants. The dialogue model has four
levels: the domain level which consists of the domain
plan being constructed for EA’s later executioil, the
pTvblem-solving level which contains the actions being
performed to construct the domainplan, the belief level
which consists of the mutual beliefs pursued during
the planning process in order to further the problemsolving intentions, and the discourse level which contains the communicative actions initiated to achieve
the mutual beliefs. Actions at the discourse level (:an
contribute to other discourse actions and also enable
mutual beliefs. Mutual beliefs can support other beliefs and also enable problem-solving actions. Problemsolving actions can be part of other problem-solving
actions and alsoenabledomainactions.
In orderto properly
modelcollaboration,
proposalsmustbe distinguished
fromthesharedbeliefs
and
plansthathavebeenagreeduponby theparticipants.
Therefore,
we separate
thedialogue
modelintoan existing
model and a set of proposed additions, following
Allen whodifferentiated aznong private, proposed, and
shared modules of beliefs (Allen 1991). For example,
suppose that earlier dialogue suggests that EAhas the
goal of getting a Bachelor of Arts degree (Get-BachArts(EA)). Figure 1 shows the dialogue model that
wouldI)e built Mter the following utterances:
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(1) EA: I want to satisfy
quirement.
Where are the
French?

my ]oreign language reezemption

forms

for

As the dialogue model indicates, utterance (2) proposes,at thebelieflevel,thatbothagentscometo
knowthereferentof the locationof the exemption
formsforFrench.Thisbeliefis a prerequisite
for
theproblem-solving
actionof instantiating
thevariable_loc,whichispartofbuilding
a planforobtaining
an exemption
forFrench.Havingsucha planis again
a prerequisite
forexecuting
thedomainactionof obtaining
an exemption
forFrenchas partof satisfying
the foreignlanguage
requirement.
Noticethatthese
newlyinferred
actions
andsuggested
mutual
beliefs
are
treated
as a setof proposed
additions
to theexisting
modelconsisting
of thesharedplanandsharedbeliefs
already
established
between
theagents.
3 responding
Instead
ofslavishly
to questions,
a collaborative
agentpresented
witha proposal
(suchas
theoneimplicitly
conveyed
by utterances
(1)and(2)
above)needsto firstdecidewhethershe canaccept
theproposal
asa validandreasonably
efficient
contributionto achieving
thehigh-level
goal.Ourevaluaforevaluates
the proposed
domainactions,
proposed
problem-solving
actions,
andproposed
mutualbeliefs
in thatorder.For the domainand problem-solving
levels,
theevaluator
performs
a top-down
analysis
to
detectinvalid
as wellas suboptimal
plans.A planis
considered
invalid
if either
an action
in theplancannotbe performed
(anactionis infeasible)
or a child
actiondoesnotcontribute
to itsparentaction
as intended (the plan is ill-formed (Pollack 1986)). A plan
is considered suboptimal if there exists a better way to
perform the desired action. Weevaluate the optimality of a plan with respect to EA’s preferences (Elzer,
Chu-Carroll, & Carberry 1994). The evaluation of actions is a top-down process which terminates as soon
as a conflict regarding an action or parent-child relationship is detected, since conflicts about child actions
are irrelevant if the parent action is rejected.
The belief level of our dialogue model consists of one
or more belief trees where the belief represented by
a child node is intended to support that represented
by its parent. The evaluation of such belief trees is a
bottom-up process because acceptance of a proposed
belief, _bel, may be influenced by acceptance of the
beliefs represented by its children in the belief tree. A
simplified version of Galliers’ belief revision mechanism
(Galliers 1992; Loganet al. 1994) is used to determine
whether or not a proposed belief or evidential relationship should be accepted. For each such belief _bel,
the belief revision mechanismconstructs an evidence
set which contains evidence from CA’s existing beliefs
that supports or attacks _bel and the evidence accepted
SGroszand Sidner (1990) argued against a master-slave
relationship amongcollaborative dialogue participants.

by CAthat was proposed by EA as support for _bel.
It then determines whether or not _bel warrants CA’s
acceptance based on this evidence set. The process
continues until the beliefs at the root nodes of the proposed belief trees (henceforth referred to as top-level
proposed beliefs) are evaluated. Conflict resolution and
negotiation are necessary only if the top-level proposed
beliefs are not accepted since if the agents agree on a
particular belief relevant to the domainplan being constructed, it is irrelevant whether they both agree on all
the evidence for that belief (Young, Moore, & Pollack
1994).
Examples of Conflict
Detection
To illustrate
the evaluation process, we return to
the example depicted in the dialogue model in Figure 1. The system evaluates the proposal beginning with the proposed domain actions. Since the
system believes that Satisfy-Foreign-Language(EA)
contributes to its parent action Get-Bach-Arts(EA),
that Satisfy-Foreign-Language(EA) is feasible, and
that there is no better alternative to Satisfy-ForeignLanguage(EA), the system evaluates its child action
Obtain-Exemption(EA,t~fench). Again, the system believes that Obtain-Ezemption(EA,French) contributes
to Satisfy-Foreign-Language(EA). However, the system’s recipe library 4 indicates that an applicability
condition s of Obtain-Ea~emption is that the agent is
not a native North American, but the system believes
that EA is a native North American. Thus, EA’s proposal is not accepted because the system believes that
Obtain-Ezemption(EA,French) is infeasible.
In order to demonstrate the differences between the
process of evaluating actions and that of evaluating
beliefs, consider the following exchange:
(3) CA: Dr. Smith is going on sabbatical nezt
semester.
(4) EA: Dr. Smith is not going on sabbatical next
semester.
(5)
He is teaching AI next semester.
The dialogue model for utterances (4) and (5), part
which is shownin Figure 2, suggests that EAis proposing three mutual beliefs: 1) Dr. Smith is not going on
sabbatical next semester, 2) Dr. Smith is teaching AI
next semester, and 3) Dr. Smith teaching AI provides
support for the belief that he is not going on sabbatieah
The process for evaluating proposed bdiefs starts
at the leaf node of the proposed belief tree,
Teaches(Smith,AI, nezt semester).
The system
4Arecipe (Pollack 1986) is a template for performing
actions. It contains the preconditions of an action, the
subactions comprisingthe bodyof an action, etc.
5Applicability conditions are conditions that must already be satisfied in order for an action to be reasonable
to pursue, whereasan agent can try to achieve unsatisfied
preconditions.
Chu-Carroll
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Action:
Correct-Node(_sl, _s2, _proposed)
Type:
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Appl Cond: believe(_sl, -~acceptable(_node))
believe(_s2, acceptable(_node))
’~ i MB EA~ith,Al,nextscmcster))
-~-’..’.~.
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V’..~..~’-~7~~~7
~ ........
:,:2.,
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~
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:
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.,a.......

Figure 2: Belief and Discourse Levels for (4) and (5)
Figure 3: The Correct-Node and Modi~-Node Recipes
searches for its evidence pertaining to the proposed
belief and invokes the belief revision mechanismto determine the acceptance of the belief. Since the system
strongly ° believes that Dr. Brownis teaching AI next
semester, and that only one person teaches a course,
the proposed belief that Dr. Smith is teaching AI ne~xt
semester is rejected. However, the process for belief
evaluation does not terminate when a proposed belief
is rejected, because the acceptance of a parent belief
is not necessarily contingent on the acceptance of its
children. The system believes that teaching a course
implies a faculty memberis not on sabbatical; therefore
it accepts the proposed evidential relationship. However, the system does not accept the top-level proposed
belief -1On-Sabbatical(Smith, next semester), because
the only evidence provided by EA was an implication whose antecedent was not accepted by the system. Since the top-level proposed belief is rejected by
the system, EA’s proposal of mutual beliefs is rejected.

Resolving Conflicts - A Negotiated
Process
Once CAdetects a relevant conflict, she must notify
EAof the conflict and attempt to resolve it - to do
otherwise is to fail in her responsibilities as a collaborative participant (Walker 1992). This results in collaborative negotiation. Such negotiation differs from
other kinds of negotiation, such as labor negotiation
(Sycara 1989), in that the participants are not trying
to enforce their views on one another or to maximize
their ownbenefits, but rather arc trying to share their
individual knowledgeand beliefs in order to determine
what really is best (Chu-CarroU & Carberry 1995b).
eThe strength of an agent’s beliefs is modeledwith endorsements(Cawseyet al. 1993), whichare explicit records
of factors that affect one’s certainty in a hypothesis(Cohen
1985). Our endorsementsinclude the semantics of the uttexance used to conveya belief, the level of experti~ of the
agent conveyingthe belief, stereotypical knowledge,etc.
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The Modify-Proposal problem-solving action is invoked when an agent does not accept a proposal and
attempts to modify it. Its goal is to modify the proposal to a form that will potentially be accepted by
both agents. Modify-Proposal has four specializations:
1) Correct-Node, for when a proposed action is infeasible or when a proposed belief is not accepted; 2)
Correct-Relation, for when the proposal is ill-formed
or when the evidential relationship between two proposed beliefs is not accepted; 3) Improve-Action, for
when a better generic action is found; and 4) ImproveParameter, for whena better instantiation of a parameter is found. Each specialization eventually decomposes into some primitive action which modifies the
proposal. However, an agent will be considered uncooperative if he modifies an agent’s proposal without
the agent’s consent; therefore, all four specializations
share a commonprecondition -- both agents must come
to an agreement that the original proposal is faulty before any modification can take place. It is the attempt
to satisfy this precondition that leads to the generation of natural language utterances to square awaythe
conflict in the agents’ beliefs.
Figure 3 shows problem-solving recipes for CorrectNode and one of its subactions, Modify-Node. The
applicability conditions of Correct-Node specify that
the action can only be performed when _sl believes
that _node is not acceptable while _s2 believes that it
is (when _sl and _s2 disagree about the feasibility of
_node when it is instantiated as an action, or about
the truth of _node when it is instantiated as a belief). The applicability condition and precondition of
Modify-Node, however, show that the action can only
be performed if both _sl and _s2 believe that _node is
not acceptable -- that is, the conflict between _sl and
_s2 must have been resolved. The attempt to satisfy
this precondition causes CA(the system) to post as
mutual belief to be achieved the belief that _node is
not acceptable, leading CAto invoke discourse actions
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Select-Focus-Modiflcation(_be/):
to From:
modify
EA’s beliefs. If EA accepts CA’s beliefs,
1. If _bel is a leaf nodein the candidateloci tree,
thus satisfying the precondition of Modify-Node, the
original dialogue model can be modified; however, if
1.1 If Predict(_bel, system’s evidence against _bel)
EAdoes not accept CA’s beliefs, he may try to modify
-~_bel,
CA’s suggested modification of his original proposal,
Return _bel
resulting in a recursive process.
1.2 Else return nil
2. Select focus for each of _bel’s children, _bell,..., _bel~, in
Selecting
the Focus of Modification
the candidateloci tree:
Whenthe Modify-Proposal action invokes one of its
2.1 If supports(_be/~, _bel) is accepted but .bel~ is not,
subactions, it must determine the focus of modificaSelect-Focus-Modification(_bel~).
tion - i.e., the aspect of the proposal that an agent
2.2
Else if _belt is acceptedbut supports(-be/~,.bel) is not,
will address in her pursuit of conflict resolution. For
Select-Focus-Modification(supports(_bel~, .be/)).
instance, in the case of invoking Correct-Node, it must
2.3 Else Select-Focus-Modiflcation(_be/i) tJ Selectdetermine how the parameter _node in Correct-Node
Focus-Modification(supports(-bel~,
_bel)).
(Figure 3) should be instantiated. If the reason for
3. Choosebetweenattacking the proposed evidence for _bel
proposal rejection occurs at the domain or problemand attacking _bel itself:
solving level, the focus of modification is the action or
parent-child relationship about which the agents dis3.1 If Predict(_bel, (evidence against children of
_bel})=-~-bel (i.e., evidence against children of _bel
agree. However, if the reason for rejection occurs at
causes EAto reject _bel), return the list of children
the belief level, the process for selecting the focus of
along with the evidence against them.
modification is more complex, since there may be mul3.2 Else if Predict(_bel, (evidence against _bel})=-~_bel
tiple proposed beliefs or evidential relationships that
(i.e., evidenceagainst _bel itself causes EAto reject
were rejected during the evaluation process.
_bel),
return _bel and all evidenceagainst it.
A proposal at the belief level is rejected if at least
3.3 Else if Predict(_bel, (evidence attacking _bel and its
one of the top-level proposedbeliefs is rejected. If CA’s
children})=-~_bel,return _bel, its children, and all evevidence against a top-level belief is so strong that the
idence against them.
belief is rejected even though all of its descendents are
3.4
Else return nil.
accepted, the focus of modification should be the rejected belief. On the other hand, a top-level proposed
belief may fail to be accepted because evidence proFigure 4: Selecting the Focus of Modification
vided by EAwas not accepted. In these cases, CAhas
to select its focus of modification from amongthe toplevel belief and its supporting evidence (its descendents
CAcontinues to search through the beliefs proposed
7to support the rejected belief and/or relationship
in the dialogue model).
Collaborative participants are expected to engage
Once CAidentified a candidate loci tree, she should
in effective and efficient dialogues, and not to argue
select the focus of modification based on the likelifor the sake of arguing. Thus CAshould address the
hood of each choice changing EA’s beliefs. An outline
rejected belief that it predicts will most quickly reof our algorithm for selecting the focus of modificasolve the conflict regarding the top-level proposed betion, Select-Focus-Modification,
is shown in Figlief. Therefore, for each rejected top-level belief, our
ure 4. s Given a rejected belief (_be/), Select-Focusprocess for selecting the focus of modification involves
Modification determines whether to attack its suptwo steps: identifying a candidate loci tree from the
porting
evidence
(itschildren)
separately
(step3.1),
proposed belief tree, and selecting a focus from the canthereby
eliminating
EA’sreasons
forbelieving
_bel,or
didate loci tree using the heuristic rule "attack the beto attack
_belitself
(step3.2).However,
in evaluating
lief(s) which will most likely resolve the conflict about
theeffectiveness
of attacking
eachof_be/’s
support,
CA
the top-level belief." The candidate loci tree contains
mustdetermine
whether
it is moreeffective
to attack
the pieces of evidence in the proposed belief tree which,
thechild
itself
oritssupport,
thusresulting
ina recurif disbelieved by EA, might change EA’s view of the
siveprocess
(step2).Notice
thatsteps1 and3 of the
rejected top-level proposed belief. It is identified by
algorithm invoke a function, Predict, that predicts
performing a depth-first search on the proposed belief
whether or not EA’s belief in a proposition will change
after a set of evidence is presented to him. Predict
tree. Whena belief node is visited, both the belief and
the evidential relationship between the belief and its
makes use of the belief revision mechanism(Galliers
parent are examined. If both the belief and relation1992) discussed earlier to predict EA’s view on _bel
ship were accepted by CAduring the evaluation stage,
the search on the current branch terminates, since once
7It is possible to provide support/attack for an evidenCAaccepts a belief, it is irrelevant whether it accepts
tial relationship.
EA’s evidence for that belief. Otherwise, this piece
SFor a full account of the algorithm, see (Chu-Carroll
Carberry 1995b).
of evidence is included in the candidate foci tree and
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Figure6: Dialogue
modelfor Utterances
(8)and(9)

Figure 5: Responding to Implicitly-Conveyed Conflicts
based on the system’s knowledgeof F.A’s existing beliefs and the evidence to be presented to him (Logan
et al. 1994).
An Example of Conflict
Negotiation
In the example given in utterances (1) and (2), whose
dialogue model was shown in Figure 1, the evaluator rejected the proposed domain action ObtainExemption(EA, French) because it believes that the
action is infeasible. Thus the Modify-Proposal action
is invoked to resolve the conflict. Since an infeasible
action is detected, Correct-Node (Figure 3) is selected
as the specialization of Modify-Proposal.Figure 5 illustrates the dialogue model for the modification process.
In order to satisfy the precondition of Modify-Node,the
system attempts to establish the mutual belief that the
Obtain-Exemption action is infeasible and to support
it with the mutual belief that EA is a North American. The system invokes Inform discourse actions to
convey these beliefs, thus generating the following two
utterances:
(6) CA: Obtaining an exemption for French is not
feasible.
You are a native North American.
(7)
Notice that in Figure 5, the actions for modifying
EA’s proposal operate on the entire dialogue model
in Figure 1, and therefore axe represented as metalevel problem-solving actions. The original dialogue
model will be returned to when the meta-level actions
have been completed or abandoned. If EA accepts the
system’s proposed beliefs, thus satisfying the precondition that the conflict be resolved, Modify-Nodecan
54 ICMAS-9$

be performed and changes made to the original proposal. In this case, the Obtain-Exemptionaction along
with all actions that contribute to it (including the proposal that the agents mutually know where exemption
forms are located) will be removed, and the remaining
actions in the proposal will be incorporated into the
shared plan. Thus our model is capable of capturing
a commonfeature of naturally occurring collaborative
planning dialogues -- questions may never be answered
because they becomesuperfluous to a correct means of
achieving an agent’s goals.
On the other hand, consider the case in which EA
responds to the system’s utterances as follows:
(8) EA: I am not a native North American.
(9)
I was born in Paris.
Utterances (8) and (9) would be interpreted as
indication that EA does not accept the previously
proposed belief MB(CA,EA,isa(EA, native-NA)). Figure 6 shows the dialogue model that would be constructed after these utterances.
Suppose the system believes that EAhas been living
in North America since age five and that for the purpose of foreign language exemption, one is considered a
native North American if he has been in North America since age six. Wedemonstrate how our system will
evaluate the proposed beliefs. This evaluation will begin at. the leaf node of the belief tree. The systemwill
accept the belief that EAwas born in Paris; however,
it will not accept the proposed evidential relationship
"since EA was born in Paris, he is not a native North
American." Consequently, the system will reject EA’s
proposed evidence for -~isa(EA, native-NA), thus retaining its prior belief that EAis a native North American. Since EA’s top-level proposed belief is rejected,
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the modification process will be invoked.
In modifying the proposal, the focus of modification must be identified in order to determine how the
subactions of Modify-Proposal should be selected and
instantiated. The candidate loci tree is identical to the
proposed belief tree represented at the belief level in
Figure 6, since both the top-level proposed belief and
the evidence proposed to support it were rejected. This
indicates that the focus of modification could be either -,isa(EA, native-NA) or the supports relationship
(since born(EA, Paris) was accepted during the evaluation process). The algorithm for selecting the focus
of modification (Figure 4) will then be invoked with
_bel bound to -,isa(EA,native-NA).
Evidence against
the supports relationship will be gathered (step 2.2).
If this evidence is predicted to be strong enough to
convince EAthat the relationship is faulty, then the
supports relationship will be selected as the focus of
modification (step 3.1), and Correct-Relation will be
chosen as the specialization of Modify-Proposal. Again,
in order to satisfy the precondition that conflicts between agents be resolved before any modification can
take place, -~supports(born(EA,Paris),-~isa(EA,nativeNA)) will be posted as a mutual belief to be achieved.
Discourse actions will then be adopted to convey the
belief as well as its supporting evidence to EA9 leading
to the generation of the following utterances:
(10) CA: Having been born in Paris does not support
you not being considered a native North
American.
(1I)
For the propose o] foreign language ezemption, if you have been in North America
since age siz, you are considered a native
North American whether or not you were
born outside of North America.
Nowif EAexpresses acceptance of the proposed mutual beliefs, therefore satisfying the precondition of
Correct-Relation, the proposed evidential relationship
at the belief level in Figure 6 will be removed. This
leaves EAwith no more reason to believe that he is not
a North American;1° thus the Modify actions in Figure 6 are abandonedand the dialogue model in Figure 5
is returned to. EA accepts the proposed mutual belief
that he is a native North American and thus the mutual belief that he is not eligible for a foreign language
exemption, the latter of which satisfies the precondition of Modify-Node. The system will therefore execute Modify-Node and remove the Obtain-Exemption
9In cases wheremultiple pieces of evidenceare available
to justify a belief, our modelis capable of selecting and
presenting a subset of the evidence which it predicts will
successfully convinceEAto accept the belief. This selection
process is described in (Chu-Carroll &Carberry 1995b).
l°If EAhad other reasons to believe that he is a North
American,he, as a collaborative agent, wouldprovide them
as further support for this belief, instead of merelyaccepting (10) and (ll).

actionandallactions
thatcontribute
to theproposal
of Obtain-Ezemption
in Figure1.
Related Work
Researchers
havedeveloped
conflict
resolution
strategiesforvarious
typesofconflicts,
including
resolving
conflicting
goalsbetween
non-fully
cooperative
agents
(Sycara
1989),
resolving
conflicts
inresource
allocation
amongcooperative
agents(Conry,Meyer,& Lesser
1988),resolving
conflicts
between
coordinating
subproblems
in distributed
problem-solving
(Klein1991;
Lander& Lesser1992),maintaining
consistency
among
beliefsof computational
agents(Huhns& Bridgeland
1991),etc.In addition,Rosenschein
and Zlotkin
(1994)proposed
a generaltheorycharacterizing
the
relationship
betweendomainsand appropriate
negotiationmechanisms.
Theseresearch
effortshavefocusedon different
aspects
of conflict
resolution
from
ours.Grosz,Sidnerand Krausdeveloped
a SharedPlanmodelforcollaborative
activities
whichcaptures
theagents’
intentions
in developing
a planto be carriedoutjointly
by theagents(Grosz& Sidner1990;
Grosz& Krans1993).However,in theirmodelthe
agentswillavoidadopting
conflicting
intentions,
insteadof trying
to resolve
them.
Cawseyet al.,in developing
theirautomated
librarian(Cawsey et al. 1993; Logan et al. 1994), introduced the idea of utilizing a belief revision mechanism
(Galliers 1992) to predict whether a given set of evidence is sufficient to change a user’s existing belief.
They argued that in the information retrieval dialogues
they analyzed, "in no cases does negotiation extend
beyondthe initial belief conflict and its immediateresolution." (Logan et al. 1994, page 141); thus they do
not provide a mechanismfor collaborative negotiation.
On the other hand, our analysis of naturally-occuring
consultation dialogues shows that conflict resolution
does extend beyond a single exchange of conflicting
beliefs; therefore our model employsa reeursive model
for multi-agent collaboration which captures extended
negotiation. Furthermore, their system deals with one
conflict at a time, while our modelis capable of selecting a focus in its pursuit of conflict resolution when
multiple conflicts arise.
Conclusion
In order for heterogeneous agents to successfully collaborate in achieving a shared goal, they must be
capable of dealing with situations in which conflicts
occur. Conflict resolution involves communication
anaongagents for the purpose of squaring awaydiscrepancies amongtheir beliefs. This paper has presented
a plan-based model that specifies how the system (as
consulting agent) should detect and attempt to resolve
conflicts with the executing agent. The model provides an overall mechanism for modeling such activity by capturing multi-agent collaboration in a cycle
of Propose-Evaluate-Modify actions. It specifies how
Chu-Carroll
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the system should engage in negotiation with theexecuting agent regarding the validity and optimality of
the proposed actions and the truth of the proposed
beliefs. Furthermore, our mechanismfor conflict resolution identifies, in cases where multiple conflicting
beliefs exist, the focus of modification based on its
predicted success in resolving the conflict about the
top-level belief, thus leading the system to engage in
effective and efficient dialogues. Finally, in cases where
the system’s first attempt to resolve a conflict fails, our
model applies the same conflict detection and rcsolution method to the executing agent’s new proposal, resulting in an embeddednegotiation dialogue captured
by recursive meta-plans.
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